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The Musculoskeletal System: Skeletons

Bone is a hard tissue made up of many different cells, structures and chemicals.  Bone isn’t 
a solid, dense material.  It is actually light weight and pocket fi lled like an Aero chocolate bar. 
There are three main types of cells in bone that have different functions:
Osteoblasts – are hard and rigid.  They give the bone its strength and solidness.
Osteoclasts – break down the bone and allow new bone to be made.  As well as this, they 
control the amount of calcium in the body at any one time.
Osteocytes – these fi ll the spaces between the osteoclasts and help the bone cells 
communicate with each other.

Calcium and phosphate salts make up bone mineral (which is an inorganic or non-living 
part of bone).  This acts like the steel framing inside a building.  Other components include 
collagen which gives the bone fl exibility and reduces damage from jarring and squashing.  
The centre of a human bone is made of bone marrow, which is a soft, fatty tissue 
responsible for giving extra fl exibility and producing red blood cells (which carry oxygen) 
and white blood cells (responsible for defence).  Around this fatty layer is a spongy air fi lled 
section called cancellous bone.  The fi nal and outer layer which is solid and hard is called 
cortical bone which is the smooth, white part that we see.  Cartilage is another type of 
structural tissue found in the human body.  It is very different to bone as it is much softer 
and bendier.  You can feel cartilage in your ears and nose.  It is also found on the end of 
bones in the joints to stop them from rubbing on each other and creating friction damage.  It 
is called a connective tissue because it is found between connections in bones like the knee, 
elbow, shoulder or ribs.  Cartilage has a lot more collagen in it than bone which is why it is 
a lot springier and softer.  It also doesn’t contain any blood vessels (like veins, arteries and 
capillaries) so relies on diffusion to get any nutrients it needs.  Because of this, it is very 
slow to repair itself and this is why humans have been successful in piercing their ears and 
noses as the holes made take a long time to grow out or close over. 
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